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Abstract

The 30untranslated region (UTR) in alphavirus genomes functions in virus replication and plays a role in determining virus
host range. However, the molecular evolution of virus UTRs is understudied compared to the evolution of protein-coding
regions. Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) has the longest 30UTR among the alphaviruses (500–700 nt), and 30UTR length and se-
quence structure vary substantially among different CHIKV lineages. Previous studies showed that genomic deletions and
insertions are key drivers of CHIKV 30UTR evolution. Inspired by hypothesized deletion events in the evolutionary history of
CHIKV, we used experimental evolution to examine CHIKV adaptation in response to a large 30UTR deletion. We engineered
a CHIKV mutant with a 258 nt deletion in the 30UTR (DDR1/2). This deletion reduced viral replication on mosquito cells, but
did not reduce replication on mammalian cells. To examine how selective pressures from vertebrate and invertebrate hosts
shape CHIKV evolution after a deletion in the 30UTR, we passaged DDR1/2 virus populations strictly on primate cells, strictly
on mosquito cells, or with alternating primate/mosquito cell passages. We found that virus populations passaged on a sin-
gle host cell line increased in fitness relative to the ancestral deletion mutant on their selected host, and viruses that were
alternately passaged improved on both hosts. Surprisingly, whole genome sequencing revealed few changes in the 30UTR of
passaged populations. Rather, virus populations evolved improved fitness through mutations in protein coding regions that
were associated with specific hosts.
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1. Introduction

Arthropod-borne viruses (arboviruses) have highly variable
30untranslated regions (30UTRs) that function in viral replication
and virus–host interactions (Hyde et al. 2015). The 30UTR is func-
tionally important, but dramatic variation in 30UTR sequence
among virus lineages suggests that 30UTR evolution is less con-
strained than sequence evolution in coding regions. In fact, ex-
perimental studies have shown that viruses with large
deletions in the 30UTR are still viable, although deletion
mutants are often attenuated (Kuhn, Hong, and Strauss 1990;
Kuhn et al. 1992; Men et al. 1996; Mandl et al. 1998; George and
Raju 2000; Lo et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2013).

In alphaviruses (family Togaviridae, genus Alphavirus) and
flaviviruses (family Flaviviridae, genus Flavivirus), 30UTRs are of-
ten characterized by repeated sequence elements (RSEs) (Ou,
Trent, and Strauss 1982; Pfeffer, Kinney, and Kaaden 1998;
Gritsun and Gould 2006a). Across different alphaviruses, RSEs
vary in number (2–5) and length (18–102 nucleotides) (Ou, Trent,
and Strauss 1982; Pfeffer, Kinney, and Kaaden 1998; Hyde et al.
2015). This pattern of sequence repetition, along with variation
for number of RSEs among related lineages, suggests that dupli-
cations and deletions are major mechanisms for 30UTR se-
quence evolution in alphaviruses and flaviviruses (Gritsun and
Gould 2006b; Chen et al. 2013; Stapleford et al. 2016).

While the functional role of the 30UTR remains incompletely
understood, it has been shown to be important in determining
host range. Alphavirus and flavivirus 30UTRs interact with host
proteins in both mammalian and mosquito cells (Pardigon and
Strauss 1992; Pardigon, Lenches, and Strauss 1993; Garneau et al.
2008; Sokoloski et al. 2010; Lei et al. 2011). Additionally, the 30UTR
can interact with host-encoded microRNAs, which can alter viral
gene expression and replication (Trobaugh et al. 2014).
Repeatedly, experimental work has demonstrated that deletions
in the 30UTR tend to reduce replication on mosquito cells, while
having little or no impact on replication on mammalian cells
(Kuhn, Hong, and Strauss 1990; Weaver et al. 1999; Chen et al.
2013; Trobaugh et al. 2014; Villordo et al. 2015). In one instance, a
lineage of eastern equine encephalitis virus that was passaged
strictly on mammalian fibroblast cells evolved a 238 nt deletion
in 30UTR, which suggests that this region is dispensable for repli-
cation on mammalian cells (Weaver et al. 1999). In flaviviruses
the presence of RSEs may be a genetic strategy for obligate cycling
between two hosts, in which different repeats can be specialized
for function in different host types (Villordo et al. 2015), and
30UTRs are involved in the production of subgenomic flavivirus
RNAs (sfRNAs) (Bavia et al. 2016).

In the current study we focus on chikungunya virus (CHIKV;
family Togaviridae, genus Alphavirus), which has especially di-
verse 30UTR sequences across different lineages (Chen et al.
2013; Hyde et al. 2015; Stapleford et al. 2016). CHIKV cycles obli-
gately between primate hosts and Aedes spp. mosquito vectors,
and it can cause debilitating, chronic febrile illness in humans
(Griffin 2013). CHIKV is a nonsegmented, positive-sense, single-
stranded RNA virus with two open reading frames. The first
open reading frame encodes a polyprotein that is cleaved to
form four nonstructural proteins involved in viral replication:
nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and nsP4 (Kuhn 2013). The second open read-
ing frame encodes a polyprotein that is cleaved to form five
structural proteins: the capsid protein, the E3 envelope protein,
the E2 envelope protein, the membrane-associated protein 6K/
TF, and the E1 envelope protein (Kuhn 2013). The CHIKV 30UTR
is the longest in the alphavirus genus, ranging from 500 to

700 nt, with the number of RSEs varying among lineages (Chen
et al. 2013; Hyde et al. 2015; Stapleford et al. 2016).

Insertions and deletions are hypothesized to be key muta-
tional mechanisms driving CHIKV 30UTR evolution and diversi-
fication (Chen et al. 2013; Stapleford et al. 2016). For example,
compensatory evolution in response to a large 30UTR deletion
was hypothesized to have generated the unique 30UTR se-
quence patterns observed in the Asian CHIKV lineage (Chen
et al. 2013). The current study was inspired by this and other
examples of compensatory evolution following the deletion of
30UTR RSEs, and we sought to further examine how selective
pressures from vertebrate hosts versus invertebrate vectors
drive this evolution.

We constructed a mutant with a 258 nt deletion in the 30UTR
from the SL07 CHIKV strain of the Indian Ocean lineage (Fig. 1).
This deletion removes two RSEs from the genome (DDR1/2),
leaving one remaining RSE. This deletion is not known to be
naturally occurring; it was designed as an extreme example of
an RSE deletion, similar to the single RSE deletion described in
Chen et al. (2013) hypothesized to have accompanied as a
founder effect the CHIKV introduction into Asia many decades
ago. We hypothesized that this deletion would impair virus rep-
lication on mosquito cells but not on mammalian cells, and that
the virus could improve its replication on mosquito cells
through compensatory evolution. We used the DDR1/2 virus to
found twenty-four replicate virus populations in each of three
treatments (72 populations total): strict passage on African
green monkey derived cells (Vero) representing the vertebrate
host, strict passage on Aedes aegypti cells (Aag2) representing
the vector, or alternating passage between the two cell lines.
We hypothesized that virus populations evolved in treatments
with mosquito cells (Aag2 and alternating) would undergo com-
pensatory mutations to improve replication on mosquito cells.
These compensatory mutations might include duplications of
the remaining RSE in the 30UTR to restore a genotype similar to
the wild type. Such duplications would likely be rare events;
thus the experiment was designed with a large number of repli-
cate virus populations per treatment to increase the likelihood
of observing rare mutations. Virus populations in the primate
and alternating treatments were allowed to evolve for twenty-
five experimental passages. Due to difficulty sustaining virus
populations that produced low titers in the mosquito cell pas-
sages, viruses were allowed to evolve on Aag2 cells for just sev-
en passages. All endpoint passaged virus populations were
assayed for fitness relative to DDR1/2 on both host types, and all
populations were sequenced with whole-genome next-genera-
tion sequencing.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Generation of recombinant virus DDR1/2

The virus used to found all experimentally evolved lines was
constructed by modifying an infectious clone (IC) of CHIKV
strain SL07 (Tsetsarkin and Weaver 2011) (Fig. 1). Briefly, two
AvrII restriction sites were inserted at the 30 and 50 ends of DR1
(RSE 1aþ 2a) and DR2 (RSE 1bþ 2b) through site-directed muta-
genesis. These repeats were excised, the plasmid was re-
ligated, and the AvrII site was removed through site-directed
mutagenesis. The resulting virus has DR1 and DR2 deleted.
A marked version of the recombinant virus was used for fitness
assays. The virus was marked by introducing a synonymous nu-
cleotide (C to T) via site-directed mutagenesis at nucleotide
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1980 of the nsP2 gene (nsP2 amino acid 660) to add a SacII re-
striction site (Coffey and Vignuzzi 2011).

To generate infectious virus from the CHIKV IC, 10 lg of puri-
fied plasmid was linearized with NotI, and the purified linear
DNA was transcribed from an SP6 promoter with a mMESSAGE
mMACHINE kit (Ambion). RNA was transfected into BHK-21
cells using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX reagent (ThermoFisher
Scientific). At 48–72 h post-infection, cell culture supernatants
containing virus were harvested, aliquoted, and frozen at –80�C.
All work with infectious CHIKV was carried out in a biosafety
level 3 laboratory.

2.2 Cell culture

Host cells: CHIKV was cultured on two host cell lines: Vero and
Aag2. Additionally, BHK-21 cells and C6/36 cells were used in
growth curve analysis and for plaque assays. Aag2 cells are de-
rived from the mosquito A. aegypti (kindly provided by E. Fikrig,
Yale University). Vero cells are an African green monkey kidney
epithelial line (ATCC #CCL-81). BHK-21 is a golden hamster kid-
ney derived cell line that is highly permissive for virus replica-
tion (kindly provided by provided by John J. Holland and Isabel
Novella). C6/36 is derived from the mosquito Aedes albopictus
(kindly provided by E. Fikrig, Yale University). All cell lines were
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (ThermoFisher
Scientific) supplemented with 10 per cent fetal bovine serum
and 1 per cent penicillin and streptomycin. For each transfer
cells were seeded in 24 well tissue-culture plates, then allowed
to grow for 24 h to achieve confluence prior to virus infection.
Mammalian and mosquito cells were incubated at 37�C and
28�C, respectively, with both at 95 per cent relative humidity
and 5 per cent CO2 atmosphere.

2.3 Growth curves

24-Well culture plates were seeded with cells 24 h before infec-
tion and allowed to grow to confluence. Each well was infected
with �104 pfu CHIKV in serum free media (multiplicity of infec-
tion (MOI)� 0.05). Plates were incubated with inoculum for 1 h
at 37�C or 28�C, after which the inoculum was removed and

replaced with 1 ml media. Three replicate wells were infected
for each planned time point. Cell culture supernatant was har-
vested at the reported time points and stored at –80�C. Virus
was quantified from thawed samples via plaque assay.

2.4 Experimental evolution of virus populations

The DDR1/2 virus was used to found twenty-four replicate line-
ages in each of three treatments (seventy-two lineages total).
Virus populations were either passaged strictly on Vero cells,
strictly on Aag2 cells, or in alternating passages between Vero
and Aag2 cells. To initiate each treatment population, a cell
monolayer was infected with the ancestral virus at MOI� 0.05.
The infected monolayer was incubated at 37�C (Vero) or 28�C
(Aag2) for 48 h. Then, a subset of each virus population (�104 vi-
rus particles per transfer) was transferred to fresh cells. A sub-
set of virus lineages (four per treatment) were titered every five
passages to ensure that the number of transferred viruses was
similar among treatments. A different set of lineages was
titered at each checkpoint. This process was repeated for
twenty-five passages total in the Vero and alternating treat-
ment. Due to declining titers, passaging in the Aag2 treatment
was halted after seven passages. At the end of the experiment
aliquots of supernatant containing the virus progeny were

drawn from each lineage and frozen at –80�C for future analysis.

2.5 Plaque assays

Viral titers (plaque forming units (PFU) per ml) were estimated
using plaque assays, in which serially diluted samples were
plated on BHK cells under DMEM medium with 10 per cent fetal
bovine serum and solidified with 1 per cent agarose, and incu-
bated for 36 h using the above-described conditions. After incu-
bation, cells were fixed with 10 per cent formaldehyde, media
and agarose were removed, and plates were stained with crystal
violet to visualize plaques. Each plaque was assumed to have
originated from a single infecting virus.

Figure 1. Map of CHIKV 30UTR RSEs and cloning strategy. A map of the CHIKV 30UTR is shown, with RSEs shown as colored boxes. Regions with the same sequence are

coded with the same color. A 258 nucleotide region containing two RSEs was deleted from the SL07 clone to create the deletion mutant DDR1/2.
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2.6 Fitness assays

Relative fitness of virus populations was estimated through
competition assays with a marked competitor (protocol modi-
fied from Coffey and Vignuzzi (2011)). Two marked competitor
viruses were generated: a marked version of the wild type SL07
virus and a marked version of the deletion mutant DDR1/2. The
marked clones were engineered to have a synonymous nucleo-
tide substitution that introduces a SacII restriction site. For
experiments where mutations of interest were engineered into
both wild-type SL07 and DDR1/2 genetic backgrounds, engi-
neered viruses were always assayed with a competitor with a
matching genetic background (i.e. SL07 was competed with
SacII-SL07, and DDR1/2 was competed with SacII-DDR1/2). For
all assays, a 50:50 mixture of the virus of interest and marked
competitor was used to inoculate replicate Vero wells and repli-
cate Aag2 wells in 48-well culture plates at MOI¼ 0.01. For pas-
saged virus populations, assays were replicated in triplicate on
each host. For assays with engineered viruses, a total of seven
replicates were run on each host over two experimental blocks.
Plates were incubated at 37�C (Vero) or 28�C (Aag2) for 48 h, at
which point cell culture supernatant was harvested and frozen
at –80�C. Viral RNA was extracted from each sample using a
PureLink Pro 96 kit (ThermoFisher). The region surrounding the
SacII restriction site was amplified via RT-PCR using a Titan One
Tube RT-PCR kit (Roche) and primers forward 50-GTGCGGCTTC
TTCAATATG-30 and reverse 50-CACTGTTCTTAAAGGACTC-30.
The relative abundance of each competitor was measured by
the intensity of SacII-digested DNA fragments. About 200 ng pu-
rified DNA was digested for 2 h at 37�C. The amount of cut
(marked competitor) versus uncut (evolved strain) virus was
quantified by running each sample on a 1 per cent gel stained
with ethidium bromide. Band intensities were quantified with
the BioRad ChemiDoc system. Inoculum samples were run
alongside endpoint samples. Fitness (ln W) is represented as
the natural log of the output/input ratio of the evolved/marked
virus following replication in a given cell line. A fitness value of
>0 indicates that the passaged virus is more fit in the assay en-
vironment than the marked competitor. In mixed amplicons
samples, the cut bands can be detected at ratios down to 1:70,
as determined by measuring known ratios of cut and uncut
amplicons.

2.7 Library preparation and sequencing

Genomic viral RNA was isolated from ninety-seven virus sam-
ples (ancestral virus stock and twenty-four each from Vero
Passage 25, Alternating Passage 24, Alternating Passage 25, and
Aag2 Passage 7) using the QIAamp Viral RNA mini kit (Qiagen).
cDNA was generated by reverse-transcription with Superscript
II (Life Technologies) using random hexamer primers. The en-
tire genome sequence was amplified via PCR using eight primer
pairs, generating overlapping PCR fragments 1.5–2.1 kb in length
(Supplementary Fig. S2). Some samples with low viral RNA con-
centrations did not successfully amplify with these reactions,
and they were instead amplified in smaller fragments
(Supplementary Fig. S3). Amplified genome fragments were pu-
rified using the AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter), and the
eight fragments from each virus sample were combined to cre-
ate an equamolar mixture. Libraries were prepared from the
pooled viral amplicons using the Nextera XT Kit (Illumina Inc.)
and the Nextera Index Kit (Illumina Inc.). Samples were se-
quenced in a single lane via paired-end, 75-bp read Illumina
HiSeq 2500 (Illumina Inc.) at the Yale Center for Genome
Analysis.

2.8 Genome alignment and variant calling

Quality control of reads was conducted using Cutadapt v1.8.3
with a minimum quality score of 20 and a minimum length of
30 bp (Martin 2011). PCR primer sites were not removed, and sin-
gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were rarely observed in
primer sites. Sequences were mapped to the consensus se-
quence of the ancestral virus used to found the evolution exper-
iment using BWA v0.7.10 (Li and Durbin 2009). Consensus
sequences and minority variant tables were generated using
QUASR v7.01 (Watson et al. 2013) a minimum variant frequency
cutoff of 0.05. Additional indels were called using VarScan v2.3.9
(Koboldt et al. 2012). Depth-of-coverage plots were generated
using deepTools (Ramirez et al. 2016). For the 30UTR region, cov-
erage for passaged samples was normalized to the coverage of
the ancestral stock as a check for insertions and deletions
(indels). Coverage for each passaged sample was multiplied by a
coefficient to standardize average coverage across samples, and
the log2 ratio of the passaged sample coverage to the ancestral
coverage was plotted across the region with a bin size of 5.
Coverage was visualized using Integrative Genomics Viewer
v2.3.61 (Robinson et al. 2011; Thorvaldsdóttir, Robinson, and
Mesirov 2013).

2.9 Generation of recombinant viruses with Vero or
Aag2-associated SNPs

Four additional recombinant viruses were generated: SL07 with
2 Vero-associated mutations (nsP1: R171Q and C: A76A, nt
G7794T), DDR1/2 with 2 Vero-associated mutations (nsP1: R171Q
and C: A76A, nt G7794T), SL07 with 3 Aag2-associated mutations
(nsP1: V292V, nt G913A; nsP1: M314L; capsid: G7779A), and
DDR1/2 with 3 Aag2-associated mutations (nsP1: V292V, nt
G913A; nsP1: M314L; capsid: G7779A). Mutations were intro-
duced by site-directed mutagenesis and confirmed by Sanger
sequencing. In addition, each IC was sequenced to confirm the
absence of unintended second-site mutations. Virus was gener-
ated from IC as described previously, except that two stocks
were generated for the SL07 virus with Aag2-associated muta-
tions: one from BHK cells and one from C6/36 cells. The pres-
ence of the engineered mutations was confirmed in all virus
stocks by Sanger sequencing.

2.10 Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were carried out in R v3.3.1 (R Development
Core Team 2014). Figures were created using ggplot2 and cow-
plot packages in R (Wickham 2009; Wilke 2016). Mixed linear
models were created using the nmle package (Pinheiro et al.
2016) and model contrasts were compared using the package
multcomp (Hothorn, Bretz, and Westfall 2008).

3. Results
3.1 30UTR deletion affects viral replication on mosquito
cells

To assess the effect of the 30UTR deletion on viral replication,
we compared 48-h growth curves for DDR1/2 and the wild-type
SL07 on two types of mammalian cell lines (hamster kidney-
derived BHK and primate-derived Vero) and two types of
mosquito cell lines (A. albopictus-derived C6/36 and A. aegypti-
derived Aag2) (Fig. 2). DDR1/2 had impaired replication relative
to SL07 on both mosquito cells lines (pairwise t-test with
Bonferroni correction, P< 0.01 at all time points). The deletion
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had a lesser effect on replication on mammalian cells. On each
of the two mammalian cell lines, one time point showed a sig-
nificant difference in titer between the two viruses (pairwise
t-test with Bonferroni correction, Vero 24 h post-infection (hpi)
P< 0.01, BHK 12 hpi P< 0.01); at all other time points there was
no statistical significance between replication of the two viruses
on mammalian cells (P> 0.05). Thus, the deletion of two RSEs in
the 30UTR (DR1 and DR2) negatively impacted replication on
mosquito cell lines, but minimally affected virus replication on
mammalian cell lines. This finding was consistent with previ-
ous observations that 30UTR deletions are detrimental to repli-
cation on mosquito cells but not to replication on mammalian
cells (Kuhn, Hong, and Strauss 1990; Weaver et al. 1999; Chen
et al. 2013; Trobaugh et al. 2014; Villordo et al. 2015).

3.2 Passage history influences evolved host range

Because the 30UTR deletion reduced viral replication on mos-
quito cells, we expected that experimental passage on a mos-
quito cell line would result in compensatory evolutionary
changes that would restore viral fitness. In contrast, we
expected that passage on a mammalian cell line would not im-
pose similar pressure for compensatory evolution. To examine
the effect of passage history on viral fitness, passaged viruses
were competed against a marked version of the ancestral DDR1/
2 (SacII- DDR1/2) on Vero and Aag2 cells. The introduced SacII
site did not affect the replication of the virus (Supplementary
Fig. S1). Virus populations from four groups were compared: vi-
ruses passaged strictly on Vero cells for twenty-five passages,
viruses passaged strictly on Aag2 cells for seven passages, and
viruses passaged alternately between Vero and Aag2 and had
most recently grown on Vero (passage 24) or Aag2 (passage 25).
Thus, virus populations from the alternating treatment
appeared twice in this experiment, resulting in a total of ninety-
six virus populations being assayed for fitness (twenty-four
from each group). Fitness (ln W) was measured as the natural
log of the output/input ratio of the passaged/marked virus. A fit-
ness value of >0 indicated that the passaged virus was more fit
in the assay environment than the marked ancestor.

For nearly every virus population, passaged viruses had
higher fitness than their ancestor on both cell lines (ln W> 0)
(Fig. 3A). In many of the competition assays, the passaged virus
outcompeted the competitor to such an extent that only an un-
cut amplicon band could be detected on the gel (Fig. 3B). In these
cases, the lnW reported is a low bound based on the sensitivity
of our assay. Virus populations passaged on Aag2 cells univer-
sally increased to the assay saturation point on both hosts,
showing improvement relative to their ancestor in their ability
to grow on both Vero and Aag2 cells. Thus, passage on Aag2
cells improved fitness on the selected host and led to a corre-
lated increase in fitness on the bypassed Vero cells.

Virus populations passaged in the alternating treatment
similarly improved on both hosts. Populations passaged in the
alternating treatment performed better on Aag2 cells when they
had most recently been passaged on Aag2 cells (passage 25
samples) than when they had been most recently passaged on
Vero cells (passage 24 samples). Most samples from the alter-
nating passage 25 group reached the assay saturation (cut
bands undetectable), while cut bands were visible for most sam-
ples from the alternating passage 24 group. Because we could
only calculate a low bound for fitness in competitions that hit
the assay saturation point, we could not say whether this differ-
ence in fitness is statistically significant.

Virus populations passaged strictly on Vero cells showed im-
proved fitness relative to the ancestor on both hosts. However,
virus populations passaged on Vero had significantly lower
evolved fitness relative to evolved populations from the other
treatments (mixed linear model, P< 0.0001). Therefore, fitness
gains in this treatment were primarily specific to Vero cells.

In summary, passaged virus populations generally showed
improved fitness on both cell lines. Passage on Aag2 cells
resulted in high correlated fitness gains on both cell lines, while
passage on Vero cells resulted in high fitness gains on Vero cells
but only modest gains on Aag2 cells. Alternating passage
resulted in high fitness gains on both cell lines.

3.3 Reduction in detection by plaque assay for
Aag2-passaged viruses

Results from fitness assays of Aag2-passaged populations left
us with two seemingly contradictory observations. First, we
were unable to maintain virus populations when we passaged
them on Aag2 cells. This conclusion was based on data from
plaque assays conducted on BHK cells, where we observed de-
clining viral titers with Aag2 passage (Fig. 4A). However, our fit-
ness assay showed that virus populations passaged on Aag2
cells had increased fitness relative to their ancestor (Fig. 3). This
seemed inconsistent with our observation of declining virus
titers.

One possibility was that virus populations were not actually
declining during passage on Aag2 cells, but that the viruses
were losing their ability to form plaques on BHK cells. Thus we
would have detected a decline with our plaque assays, but we
could have seen increased fitness in our nucleic acid-based fit-
ness assay. To test this possibility, we compared samples of
three virus populations that had been frozen after six passages
on Aag2 cells with the ancestral virus stock (DDR1/2) that had
been used to initiate these populations. We measured the titer
of each virus sample by plaque assay on BHK cells, and we esti-
mated the genome copy number with real-time PCR. We used
these data to estimate the specific infectivity for each sample,
or the ratio of plaques to virus genome copy number (Fig. 4B).
We found that the three Aag2-passaged samples all had lower
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Figure 2. 30UTR deletion results in reduced viral replication on mosquito cells.

Growth curves were measured in triplicate for SL07 and DDR1/2 on mammalian

(BHK and Vero) and mosquito (C6/36 and Aag2) cell lines over 48 h. Infections

were initiated at MOI� 0.05. The initial time point (0 hpi) was sampled after the

addition of media. DDR1/2 showed impaired replication relative to SL07 on both

mosquito cell lines (pairwise t-test with Bonferroni correction, P< 0.01 at all

time points).
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mean and 95% CI marked in red. ln(W) values above zero indicate an increase in fitness relative to the ancestor. Values colored in orange are saturated measurements,

and indicate a low bound based on the sensitivity of the fitness assay. (B) Representative examples of fitness assay gels from each treatment. In each lane, the top

band is from the passaged virus (uncut by SacII), and the bottom two bands are from the SacII-DDR1/2 competitor (cut by SacII). The first lane in each gel shows the in-

put mixture at the start of the competition, followed by the output at 48 hpi from three competitions on Vero cells and three competitions on Aag2 cells. Lanes where

only the uncut band is visible are saturated measurements.
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specific infectivity than the ancestral stock; however, this trend
was small compared to the substantial drop in viral titer. Taken
together, this suggested the modest decrease in specific infec-
tivity on BHK cells was insufficient to fully explain the decay in
viral titers.

An alternative explanation for the drop in viral titers could
be that virus infectivity was lower on Aag2 cells than on BHK or

Vero cells. That is, for a given number of virus particles, fewer
viruses actually initiated infection on Aag2 cells than on BHK or
Vero cells. Because the calculation of input virus was based on
titrations on BHK cells, the number of viruses used to initiate
each passage on Aag2 cells could have been effectively much
smaller than intended. This inaccuracy could have caused the
loss (extinction) of virus populations via dilution effects.
However, we note that the bottleneck sizes in our serial-transfer
experiments may have been smaller than intended, but they
were still sufficiently large for selection to overpower the effects
of genetic drift, and for the virus populations to increase in rela-
tive fitness before being lost.

3.4 Sequencing reveals treatment-specific molecular
changes

To examine molecular changes in passaged populations relative
to the ancestor, we conducted whole genome next-generation
sequencing on the ninety-six viral samples described above
(Vero passage 25, alternating passage 24, alternating passage 25,
and Aag2 passage 7) and the ancestral virus stock. Mutations
were identified at 387 unique loci across the genome (Fig. 5). We
observed a high degree of parallel evolution among replicates.

Of the 387 loci where molecular changes were observed, 140
were observed in multiple populations.

Because the ancestor in our evolution experiment had a
large deletion in the 30UTR that affected fitness, we expected to
see compensatory genetic changes in the 30UTR of evolved pop-
ulations. Surprisingly, we observed very few molecular changes
in the 30UTR of the evolved populations. We observed no fixed
(frequency¼ 1) substitutions or indels in the 30UTR. We ob-
served polymorphisms in the 30UTR of eight populations (one
from Aag2 passage 7, five from alternating passage 25, and two
from Vero passage 25). These polymorphisms all consisted of
SNPs, with the exception of one single nucleotide insertion. All
mutations recorded in the 30UTR were at frequencies less than
25 per cent. Insertions and deletions larger than the sequencing
read length can be challenging to detect in next generation se-
quencing data; however, all PCR amplicons used for sequencing
were visualized on agarose gels before submission, and no
changes in size were observed that would suggest large indels.
Additionally, we visually inspected coverage plots from the se-
quencing data, because increases in read coverage can suggest
a duplication. However, coverage plots gave no indication of
duplications (Supplementary Figs S2 and S3).

Several molecular substitutions in coding regions of the ge-
nome were highly parallel across replicate populations, and
some of these mutations were associated with specific hosts.
None of these highly parallel variants were detected in the an-
cestral virus stock, which suggests the mutations arose de
novo. In the virus populations passaged strictly on Vero cells,
the most common mutations were a nonsynonymous substitu-
tion in nsP1 (nsP1: R171Q) and a synonymous substitution in
the capsid gene (C: A76A, nt G7794T). The nsP1: R171Q

●

genome nsP1 nsP2 nsP3 nsP4 capsid E3 E2 6K E1
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 Passage 25

Alternating 
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Alternating 
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 off Aag2
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Figure 5. Molecular substitutions in evolved populations. Location of molecular substitutions for all passaged virus populations relative to the ancestral clone. The top

bar represents the CHIKV genome, with coding regions for each gene shaded. Each large block represents an experimental treatment, and each block is composed of

stacked rows representing the 24 virus lineages in each treatment. Synonymous mutations are marked in blue, and nonsynonymous mutations are marked in red,

with darker colors indicating higher frequency mutant alleles. Minority variants detected in the ancestral virus stock are also shown. Primer sites used for PCR amplifi-

cation are indicated at the bottom. Standard primer sites are marked in black, and additional primer sites used for difficult to amplify samples are marked in gray.
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substitution was observed in twenty-two of twenty-four virus
populations passaged strictly on Vero, and it was fixed in all
populations where it was observed. The synonymous capsid
substitution was observed in twenty of twenty-four virus popu-
lations passaged strictly on Vero, and it was fixed in nineteen
populations. All virus populations containing the capsid muta-
tion also have the nsP1: R171 substitution. Interestingly, these
mutations were much less commonly observed in virus popula-
tions passaged in the alternating treatment. Three populations
from the alternating treatment contained both the nsP1: R171Q
and capsid mutation as polymorphisms. The frequencies of
these two mutations in the populations were consistent with
these mutations co-occurring on the same genetic background.
These mutations never were observed in strictly Aag2-passaged
populations.

Contrastingly, the molecular substitutions most common in
the strictly Aag2-passaged cells were also commonly observed
in populations passaged in the alternating treatment. Three
mutations in the nsP1 coding region and one mutation in the
capsid region were especially common. In the nsP1 protein ten
strictly Aag2-passaged populations had an amino acid substitu-
tion at residue 234 (nsP1: K234T), eighteen populations had a
synonymous nucleotide substitution at nt 913 (nsP1: V279V, nt
G913A), and eighteen populations had an amino acid substitu-
tion at residue 314 (nsP1: M314L). These mutations were ob-
served in 4, 16, and 16 of the alternating populations,
respectively. Additionally, twenty strictly Aag2-passaged popu-
lations had a synonymous nucleotide substitution in the region
encoding the capsid (C: K71K, nt 7779), and sixteen populations
from the alternating treatment had this allele. All populations
that had the nsP1:V279V mutation also had the nsP1:M314L mu-
tation, and this set overlaps with the populations containing
the C: K71K mutation with the exception of three populations.

From these data, we concluded that passaged virus popula-
tions evolved increased fitness through mutations in coding
regions of the genome, rather than through mutations in the
30UTR. Mutations that were highly parallel across replicates
were identified as candidate mutations underlying fitness
increases in passaged virus populations.

3.5 Key mutations were beneficial in both DDR1/2 and
SL07 backgrounds

Our sequencing identified several candidate mutations in nsP1
and the capsid gene that we hypothesized may have improved
fitness in passaged virus populations (Fig. 5). These mutations
may have been selected because they compensated for the dele-
tion in the 30UTR, or they may have been beneficial mutations
unrelated to the 30UTR deletion. To test whether these muta-
tions conferred benefits specifically in the genetic context of the
30UTR deletion, we engineered sets of candidate mutations into
both the wild type (SL07) and deletion (DDR1/2) genomes and
measured fitness. We chose two sets of mutations to test: a set
of two mutations commonly observed together after passage on
Vero cells (nsP1: R171Q and C: A76A, nt G7794T) and a set of
three mutations commonly observed together after passage on
Aag2 cells (nsP1: V292V, nt G913A; nsP1: M314L; capsid: G7779A).
In total we created four recombinant viruses: SL07 with Vero-
associated mutations, DDR1/2 with Vero-associated mutations,
SL07 with Aag2-associated mutations, and DDR1/2 with Aag2-
associated mutations.

We conducted fitness assays with these engineered viruses
on Vero cells and on Aag2 cells. Each virus was competed
against a Sac-II marked competitor with a like genetic

background (SL07 with SacII-SL07, and DDR1/2 with SacII- DDR1/
2). As expected, we found that Vero-associated mutations were
beneficial on Vero cells, and Aag2-associated mutations were
beneficial on Aag2 cells. However, the benefits conferred by
these mutations were not specific to the DDR1/2 background
(Fig. 6). Both sets of mutations were beneficial in both genetic
backgrounds. On average, the gain in fitness was greater on the
wild type background in both cases. These results suggest that
the candidate mutations we identified evolved in response to
experimental passage on different host cells, but were not a re-
sponse to the 30UTR deletion.

Additionally, to test whether the host cell line used to gener-
ate the virus affected viral fitness, we generated stocks of the
SL07 virus with Aag2-associated mutations on both mammalian
(BHK) and mosquito (C6/36) cell lines. In fitness assays, we ob-
served higher fitness on Vero cells for virus derived from mos-
quito cells (Fig. 6).

These experiments confirmed that candidate mutations we
identified in the nsP1 and capsid genes likely contributed to im-
proved fitness in passaged virus populations. These mutations
appear to be beneficial in the experimental environment but are
not specific to the 30UTR deletion.

3.6 Enrichment of host-specific genotypes in alternating
passages

When populations experience fluctuating environments, such
as in our alternating treatment, the selection coefficients of
alleles may differ between environments. This can cause the
enrichment of environment-specific genotypes after passage in
a given environment, and a subsequent decline in frequency
for that genotype when the environment changes. Whether a
given genotype fluctuates with environmental conditions
depends on the pleiotropic effects of an allele in the different
environments.

Our initial genetic analysis of populations passaged in the al-
ternating treatment suggested that differing selective pressures
in the Vero and Aag2 environments might be causing the en-
richment of different genotypes after passage on different
hosts. To further investigate this possibility, we focused on a
subset of the most highly convergent mutations in the evolved
populations. We considered mutations that were observed at
least ten times in any one treatment, resulting in a set of twelve
mutations (Fig. 7). Eleven of these twelve mutations were highly
host specific and occurred in only one of the single-host treat-
ments (i.e. a substitution at nt 7794 was observed in 20 popula-
tions in the Vero treatment, but never in the Aag2 treatment).
With the exception of a mutation at nt 4424, all of the mutations
in this set also were observed in the alternating treatment. For
these mutations, we calculated changes in frequency in each
population between passage 24 (harvested after replication on
Vero) and passage 25 (harvested after replication on Aag2). For
8/11 of the alleles in question, changes in frequency were not
significantly different from zero (t-test with Bonferroni correc-
tion, P> 0.05). However, we detected two alleles that were sig-
nificantly enriched after passage on Aag2 cells: nt 5469, which
causes the amino acid substitution nsP3: P465Q (t-test with
Bonferroni correction, P¼ 2.12e–12) and the synonymous
change nt C5503A (t-test with Bonferroni correction, P¼ 7.96e–
13). Both of these alleles were solely Aag2-associated in the
single-host treatments. Additionally, one allele showed signifi-
cant decrease in frequency after passage on Aag2 cells: nt 8785
that causes the amino acid substitution E2: G82R (t-test with
Bonferroni correction, P¼ 8.34e–02). In single-host treatments
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this allele was only observed in Vero populations. Together
these results suggest that many alleles we identified as being
favored on a single host were at least tolerated on the alternate
host. However, we have identified three alleles that seemed to
experience fluctuating selection, perhaps due to tradeoffs be-
tween the two host types.

4. Discussion

The deletion mutant we constructed (DDR1/2) had impaired rep-
lication on mosquito cells relative to the wild-type virus; there-
fore, we expected to see compensatory evolution and perhaps
duplications in the 30UTR after serial passage on mosquito cells.
As we predicted, DDR1/2 virus populations passaged on Aag2
cells or with alternating mosquito/mammalian passages im-
proved their ability to replicate on mosquito cells. Surprisingly
however, sequencing revealed very few molecular changes in
the 30UTRs of passaged populations. Instead, virus populations
improved their fitness and their ability to replicate on mosquito
cells through mutations in coding regions of the genome while
retaining the 30UTR deletion.

Sequencing of viral populations revealed a large number of
mutations relative to the ancestral DDR1/2 clone. Across all pop-
ulations, we identified mutations at 387 unique loci. Notably, a
previous study that experimentally passaged CHIKV in similar
treatments (but different mosquito and mammalian cell lines)
for seven passages observed no changes in the consensus se-
quence of the passaged viruses (Coffey and Vignuzzi 2011).
Mutations in the nsP1 gene and the capsid protein were the
most highly convergent molecular changes, and passage on
mosquito versus mammalian cells selected different mutations
in these genes. Reverse genetic experiments confirmed that
these mutations improved fitness on their selected hosts.
However, these mutations were beneficial in both the DDR1/2
and the wild type SL07 30UTR genetic backgrounds, which
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suggested that these beneficial mutations were not specific to
the 30UTR deletion.

The function of the beneficial mutations observed in the
nsP1 and capsid genes is unknown, but two of the nsP1 amino
acid substitutions we identified have been described in natu-
rally occurring CHIKV isolates. The nsP1 protein is the main en-
zyme involved in mRNA capping. It is a methyltransferase and
a guanylyltransferase that also anchors the viral replicase com-
plex to lipid membranes (Kuhn 2013). The nsp1: R171Q substitu-
tion has been reported in CHIKV isolates from Sri Lanka in 2006
(Lim et al. 2009), Comoros in 2005 (Kariuki Njenga et al. 2008;
Wasonga et al. 2015), India in 2008–2013 (Abraham et al. 2016),
and the Caribbean in 2014 (Sahadeo et al. 2017). The isolates
from Sri Lanka, Comoros, and India belonged to the ESCA (East/
Central/South African) genotype, as did our wild type virus
SL07. The Caribbean isolates belonged to the Asian genotype.
These studies reported co-circulating CHIKV variants nsP1:
171 R and nsP1: 171Q, sometimes within the same human pa-
tient (Kariuki Njenga et al. 2008; Lim et al. 2009; Wasonga et al.
2015; Abraham et al. 2016). The function of the nsP1: R171Q mu-
tation has not been described, although nsP1: 171Q variants
were shown to have increased cytopathogenicity on primate
cells (Abraham et al. 2016). None of the nsP1: 171Q isolates
reported contained the synonymous capsid mutation we ob-
served in our experimental populations or unusual 30UTR struc-
ture. Additionally, the nsP1: M314L variant we observed after
passage on mosquito cells has been reported in natural isolates
from Mauritas (Kowalzik et al. 2008) and India in 2006 (Santhosh
et al. 2008; Kumar et al. 2014). Again, the function remains un-
known, and in natural isolates it did not co-occur with the cap-
sid mutation we observed in our samples.

The mutations in the nsP1 and capsid genes explain part of
the observed increase in fitness, but understanding the full pic-
ture likely involves the many other mutations we observed. We
observed molecular changes at hundreds of loci across the ge-
nome, and each passaged population carried multiple muta-
tions relative to the DDR1/2 ancestor. Many of these mutations
occurred in parallel across replicate populations, suggesting
that they may be adaptive. Polymorphic loci were also common
in passaged virus populations. Two important principles of RNA
virus evolution suggest that the sum of these mutations may be
important: epistasis and quasispecies.

Epistasis occurs when the fitness effect of a mutation
depends on the genetic background in which it occurs. This can
mean that the combined fitness effect of co-occurring muta-
tions is greater than the sum of their parts, or that certain muta-
tions are only beneficial in the context of certain genetic
backgrounds. Epistatic interactions have been shown to be im-
portant for CHIKV evolution in nature (Tsetsarkin et al. 2011;
Tsetsarkin et al. 2014) and for the evolution of related alphavi-
ruses during experimental passage (Morley, Mendiola, and
Turner 2015). The observed fitness of our virus populations
likely depends on the combined fitness effects of multiple
mutations that accumulated during experimental passage. The
combined fitness effects of these mutations may be additive but
are likely complicated by epistasis.

Additionally, the observed fitness of an RNA virus popula-
tion depends on the genetic diversity within the population.
The error-prone replication of RNA viruses results in a high mu-
tation rate, which means that genetic diversity is generated
quickly as viruses replicate. These results in virus populations
that are not composed of a single genotype, but rather a mutant
swarm of related genotypes, sometimes called a viral quasispe-
cies. Experimental work has shown that the observed fitness of

a viral population depends on the sum of the quasispecies
rather than on the isolated fitness of a single dominant geno-
type (Borderı́a et al. 2015). Thus, the minority variants we de-
scribed likely play an important role in determining the
observed fitness of the viral population.

The fitness increases we observed in our passaged virus pop-
ulations likely stem from the interaction of multiple mutations
within genomes and multiple genotypes within virus popula-
tions. The small number of mutations we investigated through
reverse genetics did not show specificity to the 30UTR deletion,
but there are many other mutations we detected that have po-
tential to be important. Outside of the mutations investigated
here in detail, there were also highly convergent mutations in
the E2 gene, nsP3, and others in nsP1.

Our experiment also contributes to a substantial body of re-
search in which arboviruses are experimentally passaged on al-
ternating hosts or strictly on one host type (Weaver et al. 1999;
Turner and Elena 2000; Cooper and Scott 2001; Greene et al.
2005; Coffey et al. 2008; Vasilakis et al. 2009; Coffey and Vignuzzi
2011; Deardorff et al. 2011). The aim of these experiments is to
study fitness trade-offs between hosts. Three main generaliza-
tions can be taken away from this body of work: (1) Selection on
one host type leads to increased fitness on that host type. (2)
This often, but not always, is correlated with a reduction in fit-
ness on the bypassed host. (3) Populations evolved in an alter-
nating host regime gain fitness on both host types, often to the
same or greater extent as populations serially passaged on a
single host type. The results from the current experiment were
generally in line with these expectations. When virus popula-
tions were passaged strictly on one host type, they evolved in-
creased fitness on the selected host type. Virus populations
from the alternating treatment evolved improved fitness on
both host types. Interestingly, populations passaged strictly on
Aag2 cells showed a correlated improvement on Vero cells, but
this was not true to the same extent in the opposite direction.

In conclusion, we found that CHIKV populations recovered
fitness after a large 30UTR deletion through molecular changes
in coding regions of the genome. The mutations that were se-
lected were often highly parallel across replicates, and were
specific to the host cell line used for experimental passage. The
most convergent mutations were beneficial mutations that im-
proved fitness in the experimental environment, but were not
specific to the 30UTR deletion.
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